SALT LAKE CITY – “WE LOVE YOU, SALLY CARMICHAEL!,” the feature film directorial debut of actor/director Christopher Gorham, has
secured a limited theatrical release for August 4th, 2017.
Produced by Adam Abel through his production company Go Films
and executive produced by Daryn Tufts and David Nibley of Flinch
Films, “WE LOVE YOU, SALLY CARMICHAEL!“ was acquired by Purdie Distribution for North American theatrical distribution after the
movie exceeded expectations at the 2017 Cannes Film Market.
Along with directing the film, Gorham plays Simon Hayes, an author who is ashamed to
have secretly written “Siren,” an incredibly popular series of young adult romance novels
that chronicle the epic love story between a human girl and a merman… all under the pen
name, Sally Carmichael.
The film’s cast also includes Elizabeth Tulloch, most recognizable to audiences as Juliette
Silverton from NBC’s long-running series “Grimm,” Sebastian Roché, who is currently recurring on “The Man in The High Castle” and HBO’s “The Young Pope,” three time Emmy
nominee Jack McBrayer, best known as the lovable Kenneth on “30 Rock”, and Paula Marshall, who starred opposite Jay Mohr in the popular CBS series “Gary Unmarried.”
“I’m very proud of how our little movie has come together and thrilled by the news of its
theatrical release,” said Gorham.
The movie’s first trailer can be seen here.
Upon premiering in Hollywood on July 26, 2017, “WE LOVE YOU, SALLY CARMICHAEL!”
will launch on approximately 10 screens on August 4th before expanding to additional
theaters and formats worldwide.
Purdie Distribution, a company that is “focused on films that elevate the human experience,” headed the recently successful theatrical releases of “Saints and Soilders: Airborne
Creed,” “The Saratov Approach,” and “Once I Was a Beehive.”
Christopher Gorham is perhaps most recognizable as the blind CIA officer, Auggie Anderson, in USA Network’s Covert Affairs, where he also directed three episodes. Gorham recently completed recurring arcs on “2 Broke Girls” for CBS and “The Magicians” for SYFY.
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